
Ceramics:  Alien Rattle Rocks 

 

Instructor: Brian DeClue 

Grade Level: K-12 Art 

Time frame: 30-90 minutes 

Materials: Clay, Scrap paper, 
newspaper, Clay tools, 
Texture tools/objects  

 

Objectives: Students will: 

1) Learn relation of science & art. 

2) Texture &  

3) Ceramics procedures and related terms; score, slip, pinch, coil, etc. 

4) Create their own alien rock using clay. Texture will be added with provided materials, 

ceramics tools, random lids & objects to press into green clay. 

Art Vocabulary: Clay  Fire   Bisque  Greenware slip score texture 

  embellish  

Science Vocabulary: Pliable Expand  Compression  Variance porous  

rock types (sedimentary, igneous & metamorphic)  

Patina finishes for samples above: 

A: Bisque, basic pit fire; hung with hay twine 

B: Bisque with Tempera paint 

C: Bisque, Pit fire with Copper Carbonate & Spray Polyurethane 



Anticipatory Set: Artist sample works, other historic reference materials, possible scientific rock 

samples 

Directions:  (quick & easy version)  

Hand building Part: 

1. Roll clay into a large pancake (6-8” diameter) 
2. Make 2 separate small ball (marble sized) 
3. Using scrap newspaper make a small paper wad (golf ball sized at least) 
4. Insert 2 clay balls into paper wad. 
5. Place paper wad on center of clay pancake 
6. Wrap/gather perimeter of clay pancake around the paper wad 

a. Gather ends to resemble a ball in a cloth 
7. Pinch/twist to form the now wrapped clay pancake edges to form an overall gourd form 

a. Keep thick areas to less than ¾” thick for more effective even drying upon 
completion 

8. Seal up ends and start securing your “rock” concept 
9. Once sealed and any major access clay is removed poke several small holes with a clay 

needle tool (this allows for even drying & moisture to escape during firing process) 
10. Add clay embellishments (be sure to slip and score) 

a. Be sure to secure all added pieces slip & score technique; especially if pit firing or 
raku 

Set out uncovered to dry for AT LEAST 1 week. You may want to periodically rotate pieces to 
help with even drying. 

Finishing Techniques Part: (in Bisque form) 

Pit Fire: Place all pieces in a pit, barrel or metal trash can. Carefully stack/layer small tender, 
newspaper, scrap paper and bisque ware into open burning area/container. Ignite and allow to 
burn out on its own. The main portion of your color will come from char of wood/paper. Color 
options can be added by rolling bisque ware in Copper Carbonate. Color variance will be based 
on flashing of direct flares and temperature fluctuation during pit fire. 

Finishing: Paint, shoe polish or polyurethane. My preference is spray polyurethane. I like seeing 
the rich contrast of charred areas and raw bisque ware. This also adds to the “rock” appearance 
and science connection. 

 

Collaborative: 

Music shakers for cross curricular 

Group Installation: Place finished fired pieces throughout a garden. Hung from a courtyard tree 
or piled.  



 

Modifications/ Differentiated Learning: 

This project can be altered to fit your student skill set and instructor requirements.  

 

DeClue’s Personal Notes: 

I allow at least 45 minutes, if possible for creation time. 

Save old Marker caps, pen lids, screws, bolts, Legos, twigs, etc for texture making. 

BE SURE TO PUNCTURE CLAY FOR VENTING DURING FIRING…WE DON”T WANT KILN BOMBS! 

When taught with Art Intro I have students slip/score at least 5 pieces to their rock. I also 

require that they “could” hang if needed. This adds for a new challenge to ensure students are 

properly securing embellishments. This is key if doing a hang installation. Which looks awesome 

by the way. :) So interesting to see 100 orbs hanging from a school tree and watching student 

reaction, or to hear them rattle during a strong wind. 


